
Carefully curated and designer approved, 

the colours of UrbanWood are on-trend and 

range from traditional to chic. 

Learn more at: urbanwoodfloor.com

URBANFUSION CONSTRUCTION
The design of UrbanFusion’s 2-layer solid-sawn 
European Pine construction is based the standard DACS 
III concept which CRAFT has had tremendous success 
with over the past several years. UrbanFusion flooring 
features a 3.0mm European Oak lamella supported by an 
11mm thick solid sawn core for a total overall thickness 
of 14mm (9/16”).

STOCKING PROGRAM

WESTSIDE

NON-STOCKING and MADE-TO-ORDER

FINISH
The standard finish of UrbanFusion flooring is DuRa Finish 
Ultra Matte, a highly protective wood finish that looks natural 
and harmonizes with wood’s natural texture. A commercial 
grade finish is available as an optional upgrade upon request.

HERRINGBONE / CHEVRON
All UrbanFusion colours are available in herringbone and chevron 
patterns – great options for creating visually stunning spaces.

WIDTHS, LENGTHS & GRADE
UrbanFusion planks come 7 ½” (190mm) wide, with lengths 
up to 75” (1,900mm). A box of UrbanFusion flooring will 
average 70% full lengths with 30% broken lengths. 
All UrbanFusion floors are Natural Grade, allowing small 
filled voids and natural wood character such as knots.

HEALTHY HOME
GREENGUARD Gold certification proves 
that UrbanFusion floors have proven 
ultra-low VOC emissions and contribute to 
a healthy living environment with excellent 
indoor air quality.

AVONDALE

BAYVIEW

SOHO

WYNWOOD BRERA RIDGEWOOD

YALETOWN

YORKVILLE UPTOWN

KING’S CROSS

LOVE URBANWOOD? Request a Sample 
We'll send you real pieces of UrbanWood so you can explore how it looks and feels in your project space

3.0mm European Oak lamella

Solid-sawn side strips

Solid-sawn core fillets
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UrbanFusion is an innovative collection that combines the 
beautiful European Oak colours of UrbanWood with the 
advanced 2-layer solid-sawn engineered technology of 
CRAFT’s DACS III construction, made with European Pine.

UrbanFusion

GREEN MANUFACTURING 
All UrbanWood floors are manufactured in a state-of-the-art 
wood flooring manufacturing facility that is fully owned and 
managed by Creative At Home Enterprises Inc. The facility 
runs on green, renewable energy, is Zero-Waste Certified, 
and is designed to provide a healthy, VOC-free working 
environment for its employees. For more information visit 
urbanwoodfloor.com/sustainability

YALETOWN


